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A modified tcchniqtic for the operation of a gun tunnel is 
sugge~tcd based on exp,erinentsl results. I:' the piston mass and the 
initisl barrel pressure are chosen correctly, then the peal: pressures 
sssoc;isted xith the gun tunne:L 1n.a~ be eltiainated. IJnder thzse 
conditions the piston is brought to rest ni-VA no overswing. Some 
riieasuwnen-ts of - I the piston motion using a 2iicrowzve technique are 
reported nhich confirm this idea. 

The wwe dicgram associated riith this mode of operation is 
shown, and some ccl-cuktions of the stagicttion presscre tore given which 
show that during tke su~;geste< running; tine, the sta@ation pressure 
may be considerably greater than the &riving pressure if the driving 
dlUil-~t3~ cross-sectional area is large compared with that of the driven 
section. 301, a uniform shock tube the stagnation pressure will always 
be less than the driving pressure. The use of air, helium and 
hydroi;en as driving gast\s has been considered. 

Ykxperinents in a gun tunnel WC reported nkich show that the 
equilibrium piston technique c;Iablcs steadjr stagnation pressures to be 
schicvod over a time ol' approximately 15 133 using air as t;le driving ~2s. 
The expansion caused by the piston acceleration is shown to interact 
with the stationary piston, but this is found to produce only LL zx1al.l 
drop 111 stagnation pressure. 
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Introduction ..z-_.*.m I a.-*- 

Considerable evaluation of the hypersonic g+n tunnel as a - - 
device for producing hypersonic flows has taken place'. i&rly 
calculations based on ideal shock tube performance using real gas 
equilibrium properties of the driven gas, p redictcd temperatures up to 
I:.,OOO'K using air, and 8,OOO'K using helium as the driving gases. A 
large amount of experimental data has been amassed using air as the 
driving and driven gases, and this has shown that the final stagnation 
temperature is considerably less than predicted. Temperatures slightly 
in excess of l,500°K have been the maximum measured. 

The reduction in performance has been attributed to several 
effects, including piston friction, viscous attenuation of the primary 
SllOCk, and loss of temperature due to a high rate of heat transfer from 
the heated gas to the cold barrel walls. 

Some measurements of heat transfer rate deduced from spark 
velocity measurement and calorimeter gauge 223 have shown this to be of 
the order of IO BTLJ/f4?/ set for typical conditions of ps = 2,000 p.s.i. 
and T, = 1,500%. In terms of tcmpcrature loss this gives 
approximately 10,OOO°K/sec, i.e., a loss of temperature of ZOOoK during 
a run of 20 mS. This effect will be worse for small facilities since 
a scale factor appears in the analysis. 

From these measurements it would appear essential to restrict 
running timos in order to avoid excessive loss of stagnation temperature. 

The final temperature attsincd has also been limited by 
piston design. It has so far proved impossible to develop a piston 

that/ 
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that will withstand conditions corresnonc&ing to more than 1,5~JO"i<. 
It should be noted that with the mode of o;>erstion outlined in Ref. I 
the piston is subjected to pressures anz! temperatures considerably greatcr 
than the steady state values as a consequence of the high peak pressure 
developed during the piston oversning. In practice it is found that the 
peak conditions do not add appreciably to the final tunnel stagnation 
conditions, as?d should be eliminated if possible, The following method 
of operation is suggested to give a hypersonic flow with constant 
stagnation conditions for times of order 15 mS using air as the: driver gas. 

The s - t wave diagram of the gun tunnel process is shown in 
E'ig* 1, 

When the piston slows at the end of the barrel a compression 
Wave Cl is formed on its rear face. The primnr,jr shock & reflects 
several times between the piston face and the ei:d of the barrel and on 
each reflection is neakened by the expansion generated by the retarding 
piston; the limiting con&i.tion being a weak compression (soun&) wave. 
The compression C1 then moves back towards the disT)hragm station from 
which it will be reflected as a rarefaction & because of the area 
change (1% > &) at the diaphragm position. During its motion 
iiitcractions with the ex-pansion waves ?i zt f and the reflection of RZ 
from the end of the driver tube, will take place. In practice RI and 
% are f*)und to be comparatively weak. However, they will be 
transmitted through the compression Ci and eventually reac:l the piston, 
thereby communicating a pressure drop to the reservoir region s. The 
strongest wave reaching the piston will bc the expansion 5 which 
will cause a large drop in Stagnation temperature and pressure and will 
limit the running time, 

For a given driving pressure there are two parameters which may 
be altered, namely the barrel pressure pl and the piston mass m. 
For certain values of ?A and m the piston is decelerated in such a 
manner that the PXL -1ssure behind the wave 
pressure ahead of the piston (n,). 

c1 (PC> is just equal to the 
In general this will not be so, 

and the peak pressure (6) generated by the piston deceleration will be 
greater than the pressure behind the wave Cl . l?or c greater than ps 
there will be a. piston overswing and subsequent oscillation. Ike se two 
conditions are illustrated by IQ. 3 (c) and (a). 

Referring to Fig. 1, consider a given drivin:; pressure and 
piston mass and let the barrel pressure pt vary. If a high barrel 
pressure is used, the pressure pG is larger and hence the piston 
experiences a greater retardation at the point cx D The expansion 
produced. by the decelerstinm o piston will be correspondingly stronger, aild 
hence the subsequent shocks will be weakened. For a loncr value of PI 
the piston will experience a smaller ducclcrntion at c( and a greeter 
aecelerstion a-t ,G, Thus as the barrel pressure pl is increased Ihe 
characteristics of the piston reversal change. (For higher values 01' 
1-'1 .-.= *_. the mean piston deceleration will bc smaller.) Thus there should 
be a value of pL for which the piston comes smoothly to rest. This 
condition ::ill 'be rcferred to as "equilibrium piston" operation of the 
tunnel. 

In considering the quasi-steady pressure and volume 
relationship in the stagnation region and using the rclstionship 

pvy = cons "cant 

we/ 
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&P CLV 

vie obtsin -. = - Y--- 
P V 

dP av 

where -- and -". are fractional changes in pressure and volume 
P V 

rcspectivcly, Xncc the barrel has constant cross-sectional area we 
may write 

dP a 
_"C. = -Y- I 
P v 

a&? 
where -- is the fractional change in compression length. 

4 

In Ref. 11 it is inferred that the pressure at entry to the 
nozzle is suitable if it remains constant to 210,~. In a gun tunnel 
this imposes a constriction on the piston pcrturbstion that 

& 10 
L --. = 2 --a " "- 702,J. 

4 Y 

Thus in a typical compressed length of Y*O in. the piston must not 
oscillate greater than -LO065 in. about its equilibrium. 

The experiments reported were carried out in the University of 
Southampton Gun Tunnel. The principal dimensions are:- 

Bsrrcl length 111~ in., barrel diameter I.25 in., 
breech length 60 in., breech diameter Jn7 in. The tunnel and associated 
equipment has been fully describd in Ref. I. 

For convenience of microwave tracking, the barrel was not 
connected to the usual nozzle and test section. The micro:?avc aerial 
block (Pig, 4.(b)) which fitted into the b:xrcl in place of the nozzle 
had a hollow tube of diameter 0*0&7 in. to simulate an equivalent nozzle, 

3. Prdiction of Conditions rcnuired for :tiouiJ..l..$~di-~ Techni3u.g -*- v .* ...-me-4.c = .._c_x-. a ._.I - syI-x. *.r-b--~-rl*~-.~. -.*s _ * a.. "- .- Ai. .* 

h simple qualitative analysis may be applied to predict the 
required variation of parameters to give the equilibrium piston mode of 
operation. 

The peak pressure generated in a gun tunlld is CaUSf3~ by 

bringing the piston to rest. It depends on the kinetic energy Of the 
piston &l ma> be written as 

The experimental measurements of Section 5.2 have 
m 

correlated on a basis of q = --- and (1) may be written 
pi )1" 

of q such that 

"p P, Pd vl" 
'T- 

. . . (I) 

been 

in terns 

. . . (2) 

For/ 



For a uniform shock tube with Ai = I, the Maoh number &, 
may be ccllculated in terms of the driving Pressure and Me pr essure in region (3):~ 

1 

i.e. Pa 3 = [ 1+1-'; y,$ & p‘. 

Using ecluations (4) and (5) together TJith the relationship 

l 6. (5) 

P =‘p,*P-&! e: . ..(G) 

then p,, may be evaluated in terms of l& c II I .v _.-. 
1 

, /4 __ 
Now pli z --I- . --- . \ Ms - -- , j 

Cl I[ /-A s 
l l l (7) 

Tlflus we have expressions for 1>;?1 in terms of the 
primary shock Blach number Ms. SubstitutingaT;) T,",'sl (8) into 
equation (5) and then evaluating (6) we have the required result, pe/ 
in terms of Ms, By a similar manipulation p,, may be obtained in' 
terms of either Pz:l or p31 l 

4.2 Effect on sts@ation Eressure oi' an arc-a-,@~ao,&e at the ---.. * a.T-s--.- r.*.2a.* _.._. """ F --.-.-_v-* a - .-w2....e.-.-m. -"-e% -sd 
di.a~hra~mW300~t~o. _P u- 

It has been shown;" that for a given value of' P:L, stronger 
shocks may be generated if the cros,> ~-sectional area of the driver 
chamber (A& ) is greater than that of the drivel1 chamber (AL ). 

The following calculations have heen carried out to show how 
such an area change affects the stagnation pressure p, for a given 

value of l/l 
Se 

The flow in shock tubes with area change has been studied 

by Alpher and 'ilhite" and will be merely outlined in this report. Some 
of the data used has been obtained from charts in Ref. 5. 

nhere 

The equations of the flow are found to be 

: -- I I + &y,; X, - v 
---.. --w-e-. I 0 

The area change determines 

A: I;I, r- 
are given by I 

1 c /L: y,: hi+ 12- 
___ = "_ v---1--- . 
& &/? L 1 f #!;; y.: at,; -i 

Note that if J&L + 00, h$ -> 0, 

.&I) 

The/ 
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The function g has been evaluated for a range of &i, yr, - 
and f!Iy! in Ref. 4. 

Now for a uniform shock tube 

12 1 = pJ 
L 

1 .0*(12) 

Comparing this with equation (9) it may be noted that a shock tube with 
an area ratio , &I, pressure ratio p,:i and sound speed ratio a*~, 
will generate a shock of strength equal to that in a simple constant 
area shock tube with pressure ratio G*prl ) s01lYld speed ratio ~~1 (s)"~ , 
equal yz: and equal ye . 

The performance may then be determined directly in terms of 
that of the equivalent constant area shock tube, Data may be obtained 
to plot curves of pii vs i,l 

S 
or m-21. 

For the C'niversity of SouthamIjton Gun Tunnel the area ratio 
A4 i = 8078. It may be shown that the theoretical performance for such 
an area ratio is almost identical rdith that for a value of A:1 --> co. 
If this is so then 3~ = 0 and the pressure ratio across the expansion 
wave is given by the following expression 

. ..(lj) 

Also the velocity in region (3) is 
in region (3) by 

related to the JMach nw?aer 

. ..(15) 

. ..(16) 

.! 
The particle velocity behind the shock and the shock hiach 

number are given in terms of the shock pressure ratio by 

4 

p2 1 -1 
&I = --- -.-w--w. . _ - __. 

Yl [/A &21+1)1~ 
,..(lG) 

By using equations (9!:-)-('19) D; may 3e evaluated in terms 
of hI,. Equations (4), (5) and (6) then give p in terms of e4 Bi s . 
Similarly p, nay bc evaluated in terms of pdl, 

If/ 
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If the piston has reached an equilibrium position and if the 
frictional force on the piston is small then the pressure ahead of the 
piston is equal to the pressure behind and p, 

a = P,.* ‘ 
4.3 Results of calculations Z.-a * =~a-- **.a_- I.lv ..-.Z=~LL= 

Curves of p versus pi1 and versus M are shown in 
e,- S 

Figs, 2 and 3 for driving and driver gas combinations of air:air, 
hclium:air and hydrogen:sir, The cases of &, --, cu and h:, = 1 
have been considered. 

l!hc results shove. that if k:~ = 1 then the ratio p is ee 
always less than unity under normal oporatinc conditions. However, if 
hELI 1 + LXxJ) the ratio p,; is grcnter tilZ,,ll unity over a certain range of 
M and the stagnation pressure may be as much as twice the driving 
p&ssure if helium is used as the driving @as, Since the final 
stqnation temperature attain& is lnrgely determined by the si;rcn:;t!z of 
the incident shock, Fig. 2 may be inter~~retod as a qualitative prediction 
of stagnation pressure ratio versus s-&nation tempera-lure for :ivcn gases. 
Using this interpretation it can bc seen that air:air operation gives a 
higher stagnation pressure for a given temperature in the range 
I < I,/1 < 2 , whilti helium offers a considerable increase over air and a 
smallsincrease over hydrogen in the rnngc 2 < hit < 4.. 
hydrogen gives higher ratios of p, , For all kscs 

Par Ibis > 4 

, a considerable .s 
increase of stagnation prem0 LIOure is obtained by usin& a breech of large 
cross-suctions1 area compared with the barrel. 

The bun tunnel on which measurements have been made has a 
value of &XL or 378. Theoretically this should give a performance 
vsry close to that for a value of h: 1 + co. Some pressure measurements 
described in Section 5.2 show that the stagcation pressure lies between 
that given by theory with Ilr,~ --z CO and A.b = I., The stagnation 
temperature !aill. be lower than theory based on h:i -b cu since it has 
been fouzd that the primary shock strength is below that predicted by 
thcoryj. 

5.1 Description of microwave technique for measurements of . L.. *_*- - *^-_ icm _ - *.. _- -.. 1.n-s iam . . . . . *n ) * _ 1 1 . _ _-.- *-.s.F*-* 1 -~~-.~_y~ 
&ston motion - ~.z..m.~_*^~- ..-a 

A microwave technique 6 which had been dcv<Jopcd previously in 
the University of' Southampton h,ypcrson>c ~;un tunnel/ was used for this 
latter set of mcasuremcnts. 

This simple form of microaavc intcrferometcr consists 
essentially of a rcflcctor Klystron oscillator, fcrroxcube isolator, 
waveguide directional coupler, matching stub, coaxial transition and 
monitoring crystal holder connected as shown in Fig. 4. A radially 
symmetric (T&i) mode is established in the ,qun barrel. The light 
piston has a shim 
and instantaneous 
minimum change in 
(VdleE h is the 

_. 
mctallcd face, and the resultant of the reflected oi~~nal 
transmitted signal amplitude underGoes a naximm to 
voltago for a change in piston position of A/:. 
wavelength ncssurcd in the barrel). 

It is convenient to moasurc the times at which maxima, or minima, 
occur and to r&ate thcsc to succ;ssiv; displacomcnts of A/2 made by 
the piston, ThGrc is thercforo a continuous record of piston motion 
which is independent of piston vtloci-TV. .I:wlicr mic rol;rave measuromcnts 

made/ 



made at R,R.E*, Salvernt on shock wave velocities compared the frequency 
of thz instantaneous transmitted s)\d reflected signals and deduced a 
Doppler velocity relationship. Becmse the piston motion in a gun 
tunnel has two conditions of zero velocity at which an accurate 
knowledge of position is needed, r *.a-* =--. a displacement measurement is to be 
preferred, 

The resulting signals rfore displayed on a Tektronix 535 Oscilloscope 
using an external triangular time base, coupled with a "ramp" generator 
to provide a raster display having an equal "sweep" and "flyback" period, 
The total time for each line was 2 m3, and 005 mS markers (derived from a 
I me/s crystal standard) were superimposed as blackout marks on the trace 
(l?ig, 5). The total recorded time can be of order 32 mC. 

The Klystron oscillator frcqucncy used for these experiments 
h/2 in the 1 c 25 in, internal diameter of the barrel, of IcOb in. 

$izec&tance between the aerial face and the diaphragm station (i.e., the 
starting position of the piston) was II!! 4 5 in., from which the skirt 
length of the piston was subtracted to give 'c'nc avallabls length for piston 
travel, 

It is more convenient vAcn ilra\iinii; the "s - t" diagram to 
plot "number of fringes" as the independent variable rather than geometric 
distance, and to dimension separately any particular length that is of 
interesi, such as "reI.lctining volune or gas ". 

With the particular gun barrel dimension, and the only 
available Klystron, the points at which the piston position are precisely 
knoT;n for any given time, are at intervals 0P 1001+5 in. Estimates can 
bc made bet'ween any successive signal m?xima, but the signal amplitude 
is not necessarily sinusoidally relstcd . Thus at piston reversals 
some doubt of piston position may exist if the actual reversal point occurs T..W -Fa.v_*l 
between two maxima, but since the direction of piston motion can be .A* _ 
positively deduced, """ "2 the uncertainty of piston position is within h/1+ 
(i,e., in this instance within 005 in., in ll!taij in.). Estimates of error 
in measurement of piston position resulting from change of permittivity 
due to T)rcsence of shock ;ravcs, sui;:;cst a positional error of 5,‘~ at 
the conditions used in this investigation. 

5*2 Piston trajectory and~rcssure-limo history: results L2 a-e - =, axiv-P - __--- a A-r _- _ - - . -.a... 1 / 2 =_. s-*_-a ,-r4>.-.-- ms..-.s*- 

Kcasurements of stagnation pressure (using an S.L,YJ. PZl4 Transducer) 
and piston vtloci-ty and position (using a microwave technique) have been 
made to check the proposals of Sictions 2-k. Barrel pressures wore 
mcasurcd. nith a transducer mounted in the side ~~11 of the barrel just 
ahead of the nozzle cntrancc, From theso moasuromonts the equilibrium 
pressure p. and the ratio of peak pressure (5)) to equilibrium pressure 
wwc noted, The piston velocity and position at any instant were obtained 
89 described in Scztion 5.1 simultaneously with the pressure. 

Fig. 6 sho7;s an experimental s - t diagram of the piston motion 
and is corrzlatod with the pressure record for the: S~KIC run, The s - t 
decagram shoves the piston acceleration, constant spocd and deceleration. 
For the run shown the piston comes to rest s~noothly and r,rith ~10 ovorsViinG, 
It then remains s "cesdy (except i-or a small movencnt im+rtc;d by the 
rarefaction Waves 2, and R:.,) for 3p;?!)rOXinntcly *I5 til~SO0. After this 
time the wave PG+ reaches the piston 2nil 02llSGS 3 large rcarwnrd movcnient 
accompanied by a drop in stagnation ~~ri::sure.'~ Prom the records the moan 

pressure/ 
z - - -. - - - - I ". - I - - - . . ._ __ ,.. I _ ".. - - - - - - -.. - - - - - - - Y - - .F 

The fall in s ixtgxition prcs3urc Islay l~s cl.ir.,i~~;ttod by inserting a partial 
blockage at the di.a.,r,hrz~~;m statioil e Thz compression CL then passes 
through without di.s i;urbnncc and no rc.?lzctcd w:~vc:s rcsul-t . Iioncvcr, the 
partial blockage rcduccs the strength of the prim;ry shook and the value 
Of %t alld hentic To will bi: smaller for a given p:i . 4 
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;p?Y?S SLll-2 (pc) during the first 20-25 T?.,SOC has been mcnsured, after the 
disturbnn-c~ due to piston ovr:rswin~ has dncayci?. The ma.gG-tude of the 
peak pressure attained during the shoclr rcfleotion process has been noted. 

A Graph oi' p v s m e< pL *A s is shoan in Fig. 7 and camparcd with 
the theoretically predicted equilibrium pressures calculated in Section It, 
This shows that over the range of p4: considered (600 p.s.i. < pi < 3000 p,s,i.), 
the equilibrium pressure pe is be-tirecn j.0 and 'ia p: over the range 
IO < p/:1 c 100. Comparison vrith the theoretical curves sholas that the 
equilibrium pressure p, 

t 
is greater than that rlhich would be cxpcctcd 

using a constant area ;%,I = I) shock tube, but less than that for a 
configuration with &I -a co. The diffzrcnce between theory and 
experiment is thought to be due to a combination of effects such as 
imperfect diaphragm opening, shock attenuation and piston friction. 

Some of the scatter of results is also probably due to 
differences in diaphragm rupturing betv:ccn runs. An incomplete opening civcs 
an effective restriction at the disphrag station. Some of the 
expansion from the driving; gas is then duz to a steaa~ cxp~lsion with lT 
consequent loss of performance. 

The measurements do show that sli&tiy higher flop stagnation 
tempcraturcs may be expected due to the higher stn,gation pressure, 
if the mode of operation outlined in this report is used, They also 
shotv that some sdvantagc is to be gained if the ratio &:1. is larl;e, 
although the increQ0- uoc is smaller than would be theoretically predicted. 

Licasurcments showing the ratio 6/P, are shown in Fig. 8. 
Experiments have been pcrformcd over a ranSe of values of LA(3°5@l < lx < 15gn), 
PI and ~41. The results are presented showin. g/p, plottsd against 

, m 
jg ( = ----* 

\ 1 
for each value of psi, The piston mass has been 

pi 44 
non-dimcnsionslixcd with respect to p1 such that motions with constant 
vcalue:: of E should be similar, since the dccelcration is mainly 
depundcnt on the value of k. For diffcrcnt vslucs of ~~2 the motions 
for a gLvt:n i?F :rill be different and $/PC 
(lower values of pLl 

vii11 conscqucntly vary 

Fig. 8 shows 
give hi&r s/p, for constsnt 5 - see Section 3). 

that for a given P*L, $/po + I as Z bccomcs small. 
'kc value of m for rfhich i;/i), 
a given value of ~~1. If VP. 

is less than 1005 may be estimated for 
is close to unity then the piston has 

been brought to rest smoothly and equilibrium piston operation has been 
achieved. 

To achieve the ion value of E required for this either m 
may be reduced or p1 increased. A lower limit exists r'or the piston 
mass, since sufficient rigidity inust be retained to avoid toppling and 
distortion, If D is increased then p; must also beincreased to 
maintain the same value of pi and hence stagnation temperature. 
Thus an increase in driving pressure affords the best means of achieving a 
sufficiently low value of K o 
order IO-" 

It may be no-ted that a value of EY of 
is required to m&e z/pe less than 1505. 

Some simultaneous piston trajectories and pressure-time records 
are given in i5.g. 9. These are for three values of K, giving ItLrge 
piston overswing to no ,aiston Ovcrswin;. it should be noted that these 
diagrams show only the portion of the s - 'c Xld p - t diagram during 
and immediately after the siiock refleCtion process. 

Some typical records of barrel pressure from b-23 mS arc shown 
in 15-g~ IO, Tracts (a) And (b) arc J'or values of z of 6.75 x IO-' 
and 3075 x IO-' rcspcctiv~ly. For theso values there is a large 

piston/ 
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piston overswing and hence high ?eak pressures. Traces (c> and (d) are 
for the sane value oi' p; (2465 p.s.i,) but (c) has a value of r;ll of 
007lf. x lo-" giving no piston overswini;. i?or this condition the peak 
pressure is approximately equal to the equilibrium pressure, 

6. Concluding; Remarks -a* --.--1 I_ .w--z... SL - Z-1 

The investigation reported shows that by choice of piston mass 
and. barrel pressure it is possible to eliminate the peak pressure which 
occurs using air as the driving gas in the hypersonic gun tunnel, If 
this mode of operation is used, microwave piston tracking has shown that 
the piston is brought smoothly to rest without overswing. 

If the peak pressure is eliminated, the stagnation region of 
the gun tunnel is subjected to peak conditions no greater than the steady 
stagnation conditions. The problem of considerable overshoot in pressure 
and temperature led to the abandonmt,nt of the gun tunnel (with piston)j'. 
The conditions required to produce high stagnation temperatures and 
pressures were such that the peak conditions generated during the 
compression resulted in damage to the stsgstion region of the tunnel and 
contamination of the test gas. The elimination of overswing conditions 
should permit an increase in the maximum at-l; ainable stagnation conditions. 

Although the equilibrium piston -tee'- iiniquc imposes less severe 
conditions during th i: piston deceleration, the piston acceleration becomes 
greater since lighter pistons are required, Thus the problem of piston 
destruction during deceleration is less severe, but for very light pistons 
failure may occur due to the high initial sccoleration loading. 

If A41 = I, then in goner-al the stagnation pressure nil1 
be less th,an the driving pressure. For iL,i large, then calculations 
show that immediately <after the piston is brought to rest, the stagnation 
pressure may be up to 2~~: 
I 0 ;3p, 

if helium is used as the driving gas, and 
if air is used, This considerable increase in stagr-~ation pressure 

(which experiment confirms) should give a slight increase in stagnation 
temperature, and therefore result in a worthwhile overall increase in 
performance. 

The mechanism of the motion shows that the piston is brought to 
rest smoothly by the shock reflection process. The shock caused by the 
piston deceleration travels rear-wards torrdards the diaphragm and is 
reflected as an e,xpansion wave which interacts y:ith the piston and limits 
the running time (for the U. of S. 
this is approximately 20 ms). 

tunnel using air as the driving gas 

The main limitation on running; time with AL :, 1 is due to 
the interaction of the compression CL reflected from the diaphragm 
station, with the piston, This products a large drop in stagnation 
prc s sure . R further increase of running tint is therefore possible witln 
a constant area tube (1~1~ = I), since only a very weak wave will return 
from the diaphragm station as a result of blockage. With no blockage, 
no wave will be reflected other than from the furthermost end of the 
driver chamber. 

The expansion waves from the piston accclcrntion 13: and from 
the expansion moving into the driving gas I'il also interact with the 
piston and cause sclall changes in the stagnation pressure during the 
proposed running time, 

From Figs. Y(a) and 9(c) it can be soon that some 3-4 mS 
of steady stamation conditions can bc 
piston oscillation. 

gained initially by eliminating the 

Using/ 
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Using the mode of operation suggested in this report the flow 
in a gun tunnel is a+vst equivalent to that in the equilibrium contact 
surface shock tunnel . Certain advantages arc to be expected using a 
piston since this will avoid mixing of hot and cold gas at the interface 
and prevent the acceleration of the contact surface. The piston also 
prevents contamination of the driving gas and forms a seal which enables an 
expensive driving gas to be reclaimed, ‘TllC shock reflection compression 
process is slightly different, in that the reflection of a shock from a 
solid surface differs from the reflection from a contact surface. 1-t 
would be expeoted for the gun tunnel that the equilibrium pressure P 
would be achieved more rapidly since the initial shock reflections c 
would be stronger, 

The measurements so far reported have considered only air as 
a driving gas. This means that po ssible stagnation temperatures will 
not be greater than 2,000°K. Some recent mcasurenents2 have shown that 
for a stagnation temperature of l,GOO°K a fall in temperature oi' 
approximately 200'K is encountered during a run of 25 mS. hZaximum 
pressures so far used have been p4 = 3,000 p.s.i. 

Yurthor experiments are roquirod to determine whetnel* the use 
of helium or hydrogen result in the higher stc,nation pressures and 
tempernturcs theoretically predicted. It is also uncertain if it 
will be possible to use the equilibrium Piston technique to avoid high 
peak pressure s when using different driving iascs. Considerable 
development of piston design is required ii' it is to withstand the 
temperature s which should be encountered with light driving gases. 
Piston strength probleno I~ could~ossibly limit the use of a gun tunnel to La .=*a. * se. 
air operation only. 

-a.**. r*4 
Experiments are rcquircd to investigate this. n-t 

present vitry little work has been carried out at pressures grcatcr than 
Pd = L1.,000 p.s .i. ,Zxpcriments at higher values of pz would be 
extremely useful. 

To S.Z. Laboratories, Peltham, .,:iddle sex, Pi * for the loan of a 
Lumiscript recorder used in the early stngcs of this investigation. 

7. .%m_s-s*aC*Im .s--lL. 
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